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INTERNET

TAKING STOCK OF NET NEUTRALITY  
Democrats in the US Congress are planning to force a vote on the repeal 
of the FCC’s Open Internet Order (net neutrality rules) introduced under 
the Obama administration. The vote is seen as a largely symbolic move 
as it is not likely to be signed into law under a Republican administration 
if it passes the Senate. On 4 January, the FCC released the Restoring 
Internet Freedom order, voted for on party lines by the commissioners, 
which restores the classification of broadband internet access service as 
an “information service” under Title I of the Communications Act, finding 
that “the regulatory uncertainty created by utility style Title II regulation 
has reduced internet service provider (ISP) investment in networks, as 
well as hampered innovation, particularly among small ISPs serving rural 
consumers”. It also restores broadband consumer protection authority to 
the Federal Trade Commission (FTC).
While the domestic battle in the US over net neutrality has become 
increasingly acrimonious, there are also concerns it could have wider 
consequences both at home and for the global internet: 
l It could slow down or reverse the progress that has been made to 
protect a free internet internationally as some countries may look to the 
US as a lead, especially emerging nations
l Companies outside the US could face high charges to provide over the 
top (OTT) services in the US. Some analysts say that it could lead to a trade 
war with China, given that the Chinese internet is closely controlled 
l Telemedicine is an application that could be affected by lack of network 
neutrality, as smaller clinics may not be able to pay for the high bandwidth 
needed and this could favour large providers. It is possible that healthcare 
could be exempted from the repeal
l Generally there is concern about increasing Balkanisation or 
fragmentation of the global internet. Some US states are also introducing 
net neutrality laws, which could create a patchwork in the country.   
n In Europe, the regulators’ body, BEREC, has found in an initial analysis 
that there is consistent treatment by national regulators of practices 
relating to the core principles of net neutrality, such as the ban on 
blocking of applications and discriminatory treatment of specific traffic. 
But “commercial practices such as zero rating show that it is key to analyse 
the specific details of the practice concerned and its circumstances”. 

MEDIA

EU TACKLES FAKE NEWS
The European Commission has appointed 39 experts 
to a high level group on fake news and online 
disinformation. It comprises representatives of civil 
society, social media platforms, news media 
organisations, journalists and academia, and is chaired 
by Madeleine de Cock Buning, from Utrecht University. 
On fake news, the Commission is  carrying out a public 
consultation and a Eurobarometer public opinion 
survey to analyse the perceptions and concerns of 
European citizens. 
n The European Regulators Group for Audiovisual 
Media Services (ERGA) has recently set up an  
academy for media regulators to help increase their 
independence and effectiveness and will prepare 
ERGA for the revision of the Audiovisual Media 
Services Directive. Damir Hajduk, president of the 
Croatian Council for Electronic Media (AEM), is chair 
for 2018.

DEMOCRACY

MORE DECLINE IN RIGHTS
Democracy is under assault and in retreat around 
the globe, a crisis that has intensified as America’s 
democratic standards erode at an accelerating pace, 
according to “Freedom in the world 2018”, the annual 
report on political rights and civil liberties from 
Freedom House. The report finds that 2017 was the 
12th consecutive year of decline in global freedom; 
71 countries suffered net declines in political rights 
and civil liberties, with only 35 registering gains. 
Once-promising states such as Turkey, Venezuela, 
Poland and Tunisia were among those experiencing 
declines in democratic standards. 

INDIA

TRAI CONSULTS ON POLICY  
India’s telecoms regulator, TRAI, is consulting on a 
new national telecoms policy for 2018, 6 years 
after the last such policy was set out. The new 
policy recognises shortcomings in reaching 
teledensity goals and progress in new 
technologies such as the internet of things (IoT), 
and has the ambition of increasing rural 
teledensity to 100%; giving access to wireline 
broadband services to 50% of households and 
wireless broadband services at affordable prices to 
90% of the population; connecting 10 billion IoT/ 
M2M sensors/devices; and attracting $100 billion 
in investment to the communications sector. A raft 
of policy and regulatory measures are proposed, 
including restructuring TRAI as a converged 
regulator for ICT and broadcasting. 

Students learn with the help of tablets provided by UNICEF at a school in Baigai, northern 
Cameroon. Despite children’s online presence – 1 in 3 internet users worldwide is a child – too little 
is done to protect them and increase their access to safe online content, UNICEF says in its annual 
report, “The state of the world’s children 2017: children in a digital world”. See uni.cf/2nOv1MD
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UK regulator, Ofcom, has issued its 
“International communications 
market report 2017”, which includes  
a section on regulatory context. 
Developments noted include:  
l The consideration of the European 
Electronic Communications Code, 
which has the “overriding policy focus” 
of deploying high speed networks. 
l Mobile roaming without surcharges 
in the EU, but with “fair use” policies. 
l Traffic management and net 
neutrality – Ofcom says there is broad 
global support for the principle that 
ISPs should not become gatekeepers 
to online content, applications and 
services but significant disagreement 
about what this means for ISPs, with 
“strongly held and divided views 
about practices such as zero-rating”.  
l Next-generation access (NGA) – 
apart from the incentives that will be 
in the Code, European regulators are 
implementing NGA that differs in type 
and speed despite common goals. 

Meanwhile Australia, Brazil, 
Luxembourg, New Zealand, Singapore 
and South Africa have created 
state-owned operators. Geographic 
variations based on competition are in 
play in France, Spain and Portugal. 
“The range and mix of policy 
approaches reflects the trade-off that 
governments and regulatory agencies 
are having to contend with,” says 
Ofcom. Policy is also increasingly 
focusing on the demand side, it adds.  
l Content regulation – the AVMSD in 
Europe is a flagship and expanding 
scope to video on demand a 
significant development.  
l Media – noted are the completion 
of the work of the Council of Europe’s  
Committee of experts on Media 
Pluralism and Transparency of Media 
Ownership; new media ownership 
laws in Australia; and plans to lift 
restrictions in the US.  
l Spectrum is also covered.  
See bit.ly/2B50hZ7 

UNITED STATES

COMMUNITY DOES 
BEST BROADBAND 
Research by the Berkman Klein 
Center shows that community 
broadband providers in the US 
provide better value than private 
operators. The researchers collected 
prices for data plans offered by 
40 community owned (typically 
municipally owned) ISPs that offer 
fibre-to-the-home (FTTH) services 
and compared prices to those of 
private competitors in the same 
markets. “We found that most 
community FTTH networks charged 
less and offered prices that were 
clear and unchanging, whereas 
private ISPs typically charged initial 
low promotional or ‘teaser’ rates 
that later sharply rose. We also 
made the incidental finding that 
Comcast [a major US company] 
offered different prices and  
terms for the same service in 
different regions.”

EVENTS
5 February, Singapore 
IIC Regional Regulators Forum 
6-7 February, Singapore 
IIC Telecommunications and 
Media Forum (TMF)
26 February-1 March, Barcelona 
Mobile World Congress
19-23 March, Geneva 
World Summit on the Information 
Society (WSIS) Forum 2018
15-17 May, Geneva 
AI for Good Global Summit

ECONOMICS OFFICE  
The FCC has published a plan to set 
up the Office of Economics and 
Analytics (OEA), “with delegated 
authority designed to better 
integrate economic analysis into  
the FCC’s decision-making”.   
See bit.ly/2mJGSs9     

FRENCH COVERAGE 
The French government has reached 
“an historic agreement” to ensure 
high quality mobile coverage for 
every person in France, reports 
regulator, Arcep. bit.ly/2DChyf3

IPHONE ADDICTS 
Two Apple investors have written an 
open letter to the iPhone/iPad maker 
about the dangers of addiction to 
the products by teenagers. The letter 
is at bit.ly/2D7eo2Q

BREXIT HEAD 
The UK has created the position of 
head of “Telecoms EU exit policy  
and legislation”, located in the 
Department for Digital, Culture, 
Media and Sport.

MOBILE WISHLIST 
Ericsson’s report, “Towards a 5G 
consumer future”, based on a survey 
of smartphone users, finds that data 
plans are too complex, that 20% of 
users would like to cash in unused 
data, and faster broadband and fair 
contracts are more important than 
“data buckets”. See bit.ly/2D7pdRv

SAMSUNG’S FM MOVE 
Samsung says it will ship phones in 
the US and Canada with unlocked 
FM radio chips. This will allow people 
to access local radio and emergency 
broadcasts and was called for 
recently by FCC chair, Ajit Pai.  

REGULATION REVIEW

EUROPE DOMINATES REGULATORY TRENDS  

PLATFORMS

AUSTRALIA STARTS 
MEDIA INQUIRY
Australia’s government has directed the 
Australian Competition and Consumer 
Commission (ACCC) to start an inquiry 
into digital platform providers such 
as Facebook and Google. The ACCC’s 
inquiry will look at the effect that digital 
search engines, social media platforms 
and other digital content aggregation 
platforms are having on competition 
in media and advertising services 
markets. ACCC chairman Rod Sims said: 
“As the media sector evolves, there are 
growing concerns that digital platforms 
are affecting traditional media’s ability 
to fund the development of content. 
Through our inquiry, the ACCC will look 
closely at the impact of digital platforms 
on the level of choice and quality of 
news and content being produced by 
Australian journalists.” A preliminary 
report is expected by December 2018. 
See www.accc.gov.au/digital-inquiry

IN BRIEF
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